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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS 

 
1. Determine if your auto will require claying prior to 

beginning your surface treatment. Claying is often 

overused and should not be utilized UNLESS other 

removal efforts fail!  

2. Always strip the wax base present to allow our bonding 

agents to adhere to the paint surface. Several methods are 

available to perform this task, however, most frequently a 

few drops of any common household dish detergent will 

accomplish this without harm to your paints surface.

3. Rinse thoroughly! 

4. Proceed by applying very SPARINGLY C

* utilizing straight wiping motions vertically for the sides 

and horizontally for the top surfaces. Remember to use 
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very little in this coating process. 

5. Coat the entire vehicle in the above wax application 

process BEFORE HAZE REMOVAL. 

6. Once waxing is complete start on the initial panel waxed 

and remove utilizing C-Magic™ DETAIL Wax. Set the 

mister on fine spray while spraying one panel at a time 

and remove haze with a microfiber towel. 

If you prefer to further enhance for the ultimate beautiful warm, 

deep shine on your automobile, simply repeat the application of 

your C-Magic™ Wax and C-Magic™ Detail Wax, AS MANY 

TIMES AS YOU WANT - WITHOUT WAITING! 

*Alternate application can be accomplished using a random 

orbital buffer with a suitable final polish pad. 

Remember: C-Magic™ does NOT contain abrasion agents, 

cutting agents or cleaners. Be sure to ascertain your cars surface 

meets acceptable pre wax conditions. 

 

 
  

World Class™  

Detail Wax 
 

AFTER WAXING: Starting on the first panel waxed, spray over 

the haze and remove with a microfiber towel, turning frequently. 

Continue around the vehicle until finished.  

1. Application can be accomplished on either a cool or 

moderately warm surface without concern for dissipation 

or pre-mature hardening. 

2. The results come from the Detail Wax mist being 

disseminated into the polish/wax surface. Buff thoroughly 

but without haste and you will experience the difference 

from other detailers  

BETWEEN WASHINGS: Apply similarly to the initial coat and 

move completely around the automobile allowing the bonding 

agents and clarifiers to do their work.  

QUICK DETAILING: C-Magic™ Detail Wax can safely be 

used without washing just prior to shows. 
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World Class™  

Wash 

 

1. Wash in shade and start with a cool surface, giving your 

vehicle a thorough rinse to remove any road grime. 

2. Be sure to inspect after rinsing and spot clean any trouble 

spots before proceeding to wash the remainder of your 

vehicle. Remember to change your water and thoroughly 

wash your mitt or sponge if you've encountered trouble 

spots or excessive bugs. Keep this mitt or sponge 

dedicated to your vehicles body panels in future washings. 

3. Wash top down and rinse often throughout the wash cycle. 

Low pressure and wide spray pattern help to achieve these 

results. 

Move to the drying sequence and utilize a hand held leaf or other 

blower to chase the water from crevices and body panels. The use 

of a blower prevents additional un-needed scuffing of the surface 

with drying towels that could contain trapped foreign matter. 

Occasionally, there can be airborne debris that goes un-noticed 

and is ground in with hand drying. Blowers generally help 

alleviate these concerns. 

 

  

World Class™  

Tire Finish 

 

Spray apply to a damp sponge or, as we like to do it, apply to a 

DEDICATED inexpensive hand mitt and spread evenly to your 

tires surface. 

Remember that this is NOT a high gloss appearance product. 

Repeat applications will not increase shine. 

1. Allow to stand for 3-5 minutes before driving. Tire Finish 

will not sling off!  

Use on various underhood hoses, moldings and other exterior and 

interior trim areas to return the items to its original appearance. 

 

  

World Class™  

Leather 

 

1. Apply whenever your automobiles interior is very warm. 

C-Magic LEATHER is best applied on warm days 

whenever your windows have been closed to increase the 

interior temperature. This will enhance your leathers 

ability to accept the conditioning agents. 

2. Wipe clean all surfaces with a soft absorbent cloth. The 

residue which is on the surface will have a tendency to 
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release when exposed to the hot interior temperatures. Use 

a slight scrubbing action to accomplish. 

3. Apply leather treatment with your bare hands and work 

gently into all the seam areas and afterwards, the larger 

surfaces. Care should be taken to insure complete 

coverage in adequate amounts. 

4. Allow to dry or for 20-30 minutes. 

5. After drying there should be residue from the conditioners 

remaining on the surface. If none is present, reapply to 

insure that the leather has absorbed a sufficient amount of 

conditioners and is not partially treated. This step is often 

overlooked on seriously deficient interiors and the result is 

insufficiently treated leather! 

6. Allow to dry again and then remove excess with a 100% 

cotton cloth. 

Buff to a natural shine and remember to repeat these steps often to 

insure your leathers conditioning. 

 

  

Interior and 

Underhood Vinyl, 

Plastic and Rubber 

Protectant 

 

1. Apply with applicator over all interior vinyl (including 

dash), plastic interior trim and underhood plastics, hoses, 

shrouds. Also use on window to reduce sun fade. 

2. Spray a slight mist onto areas that cannot be reached – 

allow to dry evenly for an original factory new 

appearance.  paints surface. 

Shine can be reduced by simply adding water to your satisfaction. 

 

  

Metal Polish 

 

1. SHAKE WELL – PRODUCT SEPERATES ON 

SHELF 
2. Apply by hand using a soft cloth in a circular motion. 

3. Buff with a separate soft cloth until satisfactory sheen 

appears. 

This product may also be applied with a high speed 

polisher using a medium to high pressure – then lighten 

pressure for a maximum gloss 
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If you have any comments, suggestions, or questions, please contact us as we will be happy to assist  

you in any way we can. For your convenience we can be reached at contact@cmagicwax.com.  

You may also call us at 1-866-760-CWAX. 

As always, it is a pleasure to serve your automobile wax and detail needs. Don’t forget to “like” us on 

Facebook and share your experience with others. 

 

www.CMagicWax.com 


